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TALENT NURTURING
and its importance
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FOCUS
AREAS
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EXPLORATION
We all know that exploration helps
us to innovate. Innovation is all about
recognizing an existing process to
enhance our experiences. In this
stage we gage the child’s innate
ability with astonishing accuracy to
give him a new way of enjoying their
developmental journey.

2

AWARENESS
Awareness stage is about helping the
child to get a sense of the
experiential side of the explored
ability. ShinxIndia helps the child to
get exposure in the explored ability
to create interest and enhance clarity
about the domain.

3

IDENTIFICATION
Here the Shinx way is about
evaluating interest of the child in the
explored domain. Here is the stage
we do a mapping of talent and
interest to make the learning
experience more meaningful.

4

ENHANCEMENT
This is the most fascinating stage of
the talent nurturing journey for the
child as in this stage the child get to
learn skills where he is really good at.
This stage helps the child to improve
his
self-esteem
and
happiness
quotient substantially.

TALENT IS AN
ACCIDENT OF
GENES, AND A
RESPONSIBILITY.
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